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Historical background
In the mid of the XIX th century, Charles Darwin proposed a point of unification for all living beings through the idea of common descent (Darwin, 1859) Miller's experiment updated the simulation of primeval Earth conditions and confirmed the production of amino acids using only water (H2O), methane (CH4), ammonia (NH3), and hydrogen (H2) as input (Miller, 1953 
LUCA and the viruses
The it is difficult to use the word "life" and "living" to represent viruses and it seems reasonable to consider that virus-like biological systems may have existed long before lipid cellular barriers were coopted to be the basis of life in Earth.
Life versus biological systems
The suggestion of an alternative view to the origins of life requires that we take a special attention to the concepts we are On the other hand, the concept of emergence should be understood as a more continuous path on which something come to be. It is not a drastic appearance as the concept of origin denotes, but a more subtle process on which a system can be built slowly and persistently over time.
Also, inheriting the concept of emergence from complex systems theory, we aim to signify a process on which "the whole is greater than the sum of the parts". This is clearly what happened at the emergence of biological systems, on which a polymer of nucleic acids starts to produce peptides initially by nearly random attachments until the emergence of the genetic code, throughout the history of this early process that we named as FUCA.
Biological systems are chemical translators
Although it is possible to wonder the existence of non-cellular biological systems, it is almost impossible to think in a biological In that sense, the birth of biological systems are not at the emergence of the code, but at the rise of some sort of ribozyme that was capable to bind together amino acids. FUCA is therefore a process that started with no code, but her point of maturation happened when the code was completely established. Thus, to understand the initial steps in the emergence of FUCA we need to study deeply the anatomy of ribosomes.
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The anatomy of ribosomes
The ribosomes of any biological system present two subunits. The smaller one binds the messenger RNA while the larger presents three sites for the binding of transfer RNAs bringing specific amino acids to the system. The exact ribosomal site on which amino acids are bound together is considered as its catalytic center. This catalytic center has been named as Peptidyl Transferase Center, or simply PTC.
The PTC is part of the 23S rRNA of bacteria and it is known to catalyze the binding of two separate amino acids into a dipeptide using an Adenine as the most important catalytic center. In this synthesis by dehydration, a molecule of water is jumped out while the C-terminal of an amino acid binds to the N-terminal of another, starting with the polymerization. Other amino acids can be further added to this dipeptide, raising the number of amino acids that can be bound together and allowing the formation of oligopeptides.
In our view, the appearance of a nucleic acid molecule in the early Earth that was capable to bind together two amino acids, somehow started a process of chemical symbiosis on which the binding of this nucleic acid to the peptides produced by itself allowed the system to both (i) stabilize under a self-referential perspective and (ii) aggregate complexity in layers, probably through the mechanism known as accretion.
FUCA is born at the proto-PTC
Here we propose that the biological systems originated in the very moment on which a macromolecule of nucleic acid containing dozens of nucleotides were capable to fold in the 3D space and catalyze the junction of two amino acids into a dipeptide. Thus, FUCA was born when a proto-PTC started to emerge for the first time, allowing already existing selfreplicating nucleic acid polymers to produce random di-and oligopeptides. These random peptides produced possibly bound back to the single strand nucleic acid polymers and allowed a higher stabilization of the system that got more robust and was further bound to other stabilizing molecules.
Chaos theory advocates might say that a strange attractor should have been formed at that point. Astrophysics uses the term accretion to explain how planets and other bodies may be formed by the aggregation of material in overlapping layers, due to the force of gravity. Here, we also use the idea of accretion to explain how the ribosome has been assembled from the proto-PTC into a higher-level, multiple layer system. Although the first peptides were bound randomly, the process itself cannot be seen as random because there should have been very simple and specific types of amino acids existing in the primordial pool of molecules.
These early amino acids were most likely Glycine, Serine, Alanine and others (Miller, 1953 This system had specialized to be the very language and grammar of biology, the language of chemical interchange that would further evolved to the formation of the complete ribosome, the genetic code and the maturation of the molecular translational process.
Conclusions
We do not aim here to convince the readers about the ideas presented here, as our intention is only to present interesting and inspiring theoretical interpretations about how the biological systems may have emerged. We still know very few about our deep molecular origins and we felt that we need to focus in the tentative to explain how these wonderful, nearly chaotic phenomena that gave rise to the biological systems might have however has probably taken a long time. We consider her to be maturated at the moment on which the system known nowadays as Translation has been completely developed; together with a functional genetic code responsible to translate the information present in a nucleic acid into a peptide under an organized form.
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